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Why Job Ads?

1) Job advertisements are an 
indicator for the role of labor in 
society

2) Job advertisements are 
sources for the change of 
perception of labor and job 
market organisation

Goals:

● Creating a unique, reusable data set
● Illustrating the strong change in 

labor relationships in many 
dimensions

● Develop digital methods for text 
mining and text analyses

● Data generation
● Data analysis

Digital methods



Methodology

Data generation:
● finding relevant pages
● region detection
● OCR

Data Analysis (Machine Learning):
● create ground truth
● evaluate existing methods

Problems with data 
generation 

Digital Methods

1) Job advertisements 
are an indicator for the 
role of labor in society

2) Job advertisements 
are sources for the 
change of perception 
of labor and job 
market organisation

Goals:

● Creating a unique, 
reusable data set

● Illustrating the 
strong change in 
labor relationships in 
many dimensions

● Develop digital 
methods for text 
mining and text 
analyses



ANNO Repository



Anno Corpus1689 - 1947

22 M. pages

1,5 M. editions

1000 titles 95 % are newspapers

93 % are in German

71 % between 1821 - 1918

42 % printed in Vienna



Our Corpus
Only 40 journals have more than 
10.000 editions.

Title years editions

Wiener Zeitung 146 46.223

Innsbrucker 
Nachrichten

92 27.536

Neue Freie Presse 76 26.650

(Linzer) Tages-Post 80 23.291

Linzer Volksblatt 73 21.364

Neues Wiener 
Tagblatt

63 21.074

(Neuigkeits) Welt 
Blatt

70 20.773

Salzburger 
Volksblatt

72 19.844



Finding pages with job ads

1. Step - Manual 
Selection

● Browsing pages
● Keyword search
● Publication patterns

2. Step - Algorithmic Detection

● Keyword search -> 70 % - 90 % 
accuracy in identifying pages with 
job ads

● Problems:
○ No identification of job ads on 

the page: bad OCR, missing 
keywords

○ Findings due to coincidence

3. Step - Improve 
Detection

● Train classifiers 
combining dirty OCR 
and images 

● To be done...



Layout detection: Tesseract standard model

Segmentation - Too Big Segmentation - Broken regions



Layout detection: Transkribus
Transkribus experiment looks better, but  …

ptb_19300531_15.jpg: text line crossing four columns



Variety of headings
e.g. Neue Freie Presse (1864 - 1939)

1880-11-26, p. 16



1861-01-24, p. 8

… or no headings at all
e.g. Innsbrucker Nachrichten (1854 - 1945)



e.g. Innsbrucker Nachrichten 

1896-05-30, p. 8

heading

search
offer

Working with 



Further OCR attempts: Tesseract
Basic German and ONB trained models in Tesseract → works best

Basic German model
Tiichlergebilfen
werben. aufgenommen im der Möbel:
tabrit Siegm, Oppenheim, XVII. Bez,
Eomeninsnafle 2. . 1832 |

ONB trained model
Tiſchlergehilfen
werden aufgenommen in der Möbel⸗
fabrik Siegm. Oppenheim, XVII. Bez.,
Comeniugaſſe 3. 1832

Long s - ſFraktur!



Text Mining as OCR support
Cleaning messy OCR results with FASTtext + Jaro-Winkler similarity (JW):

Assumptions: 

a. mis-recognized words appear in the same context as the correct words
b. correctly spelled words are dominant in the word embeddings
c. FASTtexts character based embeddings further aid in finding correct words

Process:

1. crosscheck OCR results with german dictionary → get misspelled words
2. correct single-letter mistakes with high JW threshold (0.98) 
3. generate word embeddings with FASTtext
4. calculate vector similarity for misspelled words →  apply JW to suggestions   
5. insert corrections into corpus → use cleaned corpus for classification task 



ConclusionCreation of a new, unique text corpus that is useful 
for digital research on the labor market and the 
perception of work is possible:
e.g. from “Mädchen mit besten Zeugnissen” to 
“praktischer Ökonom / Praktikant mit schöner Schrift”

● Go beyond the standard Tesseract 
OCR/layout detection

● Word embeddings + edit distance is an 
interesting quality enhancement method

Complete data set



Thank you for your attention!


